EDITORIAL NOTE

This issue of the JOURNAL is devoted exclusively to publication of the manuscripts presented at the Tenth Joint Leprosy Research Conference of the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Medical Science Program, presented at Bethesda, Maryland on 27-29 October 1975.

The JOURNAL has previously carried reports of the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Medical Science Leprosy Meetings in its regular issues as abstracts. Publication of the complete manuscripts entails considerably greater work and costs. Also, publication of the full manuscripts is consonant with the usual function of the JOURNAL. To make this publication possible it is, therefore, produced as combined Numbers 1 and 2 of Volume 44, rather than as a supplement, on a cost shared basis between the JOURNAL and the NIAID Leprosy Research Support Program.

Cost considerations necessitate the presentation of these manuscripts by a photo reproductive process rather than by type setting. This process makes it impossible to rectify some of the manuscript typing and illustration errors in quality.

—OLAF K. SKINSNES